
About Jeff Renner 
The eruption of the volcano Mount St. Helens was the biggest natural disaster in the history of 
the Pacific Northwest. It re-shaped both the physical landscape and the emotional landscape of 
everyone who lived through it. Few people were as immersed in that experience as Jeff Renner, 
who entered that experience as a science journalist and broadcaster. He left with the tough 
lessons born of near-death encounters and the loss of colleagues; short term AND long term 
stressors, the sense of burnout inherent in immersion in such natural disasters. He also learned 
how such life-altering challenges can lead to personal transformation. 

Those experiences, those lessons, led to a storied career as a journalist, broadcaster, 
explorer, scientist and author- over rock and glaciers into 'the birthing room' of active volcanic 
craters, underwater to interact with some of the oceans' largest and most powerful predators, and 
into the air, commanding aircraft and teaching others to do the same-and to better learn to 
command themselves. It would lead to a Presidential interview in the White House Rose Garden, 
and overseas assignments at the Vatican and research stations high in the Swiss Alps. He was a 
candidate for the NASA Journalist in Space program. Those accomplishments were recognized 
by his peers with nine Emmys, and by those he served with what Jeff considered his biggest 
honor- a nightly invitation into their homes, the trust of those viewers and their families. The 
television news anchor team on which he served for more than three decades earned some of the 
highest ratings in television news-not only in Seattle, but nationwide. 

But experiences mean little if they don't lead to the personal transformation that comes 
from reaching deep into yourself, embracing vulnerability, uncertainty, risk but also 
possibility. Such personal transformation is of limited value if it doesn't help transform others. 
Jeff has blended his personal life lessons, conversations with famed underwater explorers such as 
Jacques Cousteau, Astronauts, Polar Explorers, Everest Climbers and Presidents, and study with 
neuroscientists, psychologists and faith leaders. Jeff's audiences are stunned by his one-of-a-kind 
experiences, enriched by specific strategies to convert those challenges into achievements, and 
empowered by the shared discovery of concrete steps to transform risk aversion, decision 
fatigue, and burnout into confident performances, resilient team relationships and the willingness 
to pursue bigger dreams. 

Jeff blends his speaking and consulting with volunteer work for charitable organizations, 
including serving as a volunteer diver for the Seattle Aquarium, and serving as Executive 
Producer and Host of a public affairs television program, Challenge 2.0. He brings the same 
energy to play as he does to work-Jeff holds a commercial pilots’ license for multi-engine land 
and seaplanes, is a former flight instructor (CFII), has advanced scuba diving certifications, and 
is an enthusiastic skier, hiker, climber and competitive sailor. Jeff enjoys cooking with his wife 
Susan, utilizing recipes and skills learned in classes while traveling in France, Italy, Spain and of 
course the Pacific Northwest-including medieval cuisine! Jeff unwinds by exploring the 
mountains and underwater world of the Pacific Northwest, hiking with his Siberian Husky 
Roger, reading and conversing with friends. 

'Where were you yesterday, where are you today, where do you want to be tomorrow? Come, 
let's get there together! 


